
 

 
 
City Airport Bremen - Mobility portal in the Northw est  

 

Airport Bremen is a key factor for mobility, business, leisure, and tourism connecting 

Northwestern Germany with Europe and the world. By offering attractive connections 

and serving all major hubs in Europe it represents a cornerstone for a sustainable 

development in Bremen and Germany’s dynamic Metropolitan Northwest region: 

 

• Direct flights to 50 attractive destinations 

• 2.6 million passengers a year 

• 100 flights per day 

• Located downtown with just 11 minutes by tram from the Airport to Bremen’s  

  business district, a unique selling proposition in Germany 

• Nonstop connections to European hubs in Frankfurt, Munich, Zurich, Amsterdam,  

  Copenhagen, Brussels, Paris, and London  

 

Airport Bremen with its 400 service professionals from 18 nations offers a wide range 

of key advantages to the world of travellers and businessmen. 

 

First choice – high efficiency 

Airport Bremen’s portfolio provides a wide range of planning, design, operational, 

commercial and management services. Fast and convenient connections to the 

airport as well as first-class service guarantee a quick and comfortable departure 

from Bremen. This makes Airport Bremen a perfect hub for efficient business: 

 

• Out of 800 flights per week, more than 200 regular airline services connect the  

  Northwest of Germany with other economic hotspots of Europe and the world  

• Excellent access with direct links to the A 1 and A 281 motorways 

 

Via Bremen Worldwide 

Intermodality with major focus on offering seamless transportation is a central 

success factor at Airport Bremen. A keystone of Airport Bremen's commitment is to 

provide efficient and customer-oriented intermodal solutions:  



 
 

• Travellers benefit from direct access from Airport Bremen to public transport and  

  shuttle services making it a showpiece for intermodal transportation  

• Biggest multi-storey car park in the Northwest: 4,500 parking spaces (2 multi-    

  storeys, 1 outdoor car park) with 420,000 parkers p.a. 

• 50 direct routes to destinations throughout Europe - further global destinations can  

  be reached easily from Airport Bremen via the major hubs 

 

Agenda for growth 

Located in the centre of Germany’s Northwest, Airport Bremen is the airport of choice 

for an increasing number of international passengers, above all from the Netherlands, 

Great Britain, and Scandinavia.  

 

• Serving an expanded catchment area of 7 million inhabitants located within a 90- 

  minute driving radius of the airport 

• Portal for the entire Metropolitan Northwest region: for the Oldenburg, Emden,  

  Cuxhaven and Wilhelmshaven regions, the North Sea islands, the Groningen region   

  in the Netherlands and other areas extending up to the Danish border 

 

Air cargo –  high process quality and perfect infrastructure  

City Airport Bremen’s logistics competence results above all from the experience of 

staff and the care they apply. Being linked to Europe’s largest logistics centres and 

the maritime supply chain, extremely fast connections to the airport and  

full-service capabilities under one roof, Airport Bremen is the number one air-cargo 

hub in the Northwest of Germany – ideal for intermodal transport concepts: 

 

• Exemplary facilities and procedures which guarantee rapid, safe and efficient   

  processing of freight  

• Continuous customer-oriented process and service innovations  

• Maximum security is ensured: with the new large X-ray system, whole pallets and   

  containers can be scanned  

 

 

 



 
 

Airport City - A business location with a class of its own 

A quality, cutting-edge location for business and investment has sprung up around 

the airport – it’s called Airport City Bremen, a new business centre for Northwest 

Germany: 

 

• Already 500 companies with 16,000 employees are based in the Airport City 

• Global Players such as Airbus, EADS Astrium and OHB-System AG have settled  

  there 

• University of Applied Sciences’ division of aviation 

• Lufthansa Flight Training Pilot School 

 

With the airport as a vibrant centre and gateway to the world, Airport City is emerging 

as a pioneering location for connecting business, touristic and scientific communities 

and maximising synergy potentials. 

 

Overall environmental benefit 

The goal of Airport Bremen’s environmental management is protecting and 

enhancing the environment by improving environmental performance. The four 

guiding principles of our environmental management efforts are: technical progress, 

efficient infrastructure, optimised operations, and economic instruments. Particular 

attention is put on optimising energy consumption in order to minimise environmental 

impact. 

Airport Bremen contributes to protecting the environment – in many innovative and 

state-of-the-art ways: 

 

• Participating in the international cooperation project Green Sustainable Airport  

  (GSA) 

• Expanding e-mobility fleet 

• Rainwater is naturally recycled for further use 

 


